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Pre-Vision Therapy Experience:
Prior to VT, Reese has had multiple complications and struggles in school. At his most recent triennial review
a common theme in his assessments were challenges with spatial awareness and visual perception that flowed
over in to speech, reading and math. Realizing this common theme, I started to seek treatment options and
stumbled upon VT. Reese primarily struggles with reading comprehension, although he reads well. Also, he
has difficulty with number relationships, drawing, coloring and staying on task especially when asked to
draw attention back and forth from his paper to the board or teacher. Although Reese has been diagnosed
with a severe speech disability as well as learning disabilities we were willing to try any therapy that might
benefit him. In the long run we felt like VT was worth taking a chance.

Computerized Vision Therapy Experience:
The in-office program was great. The therapists all worked well with Reese and he always enjoyed his time
there. We never had any technical issues with the at home therapy program. As a parent, I appreciated being
able to track his progress and see the growth in his abilities over time. We had to scale back from 3 times a
day to twice daily to accommodate for frustration levels. However, we still saw substantial progress in doing
so, and had a happier, more complacent child.

Post Therapy Experience:
Although we have not seen considerable changes in Reese during his first session of VT, we did see some small
differences. For one, Reese is writing larger letters and is able to more adequately place spaces between words.
We have also noted changes in color within lines and his drawing skills have improved. For our family, VT
has been worth it and we plan to continue on with the recommended therapy, including an additional 2
sessions. We didn’t expect VT to cure all his issues, but we have been happy with the progress. We would
recommend VT to other families with a similar mindset.

